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Introduction

Let us consider a plane bed covered by a non
cohesive sediment of non-uniform grain size. It
is possible bo define a state of flow at which sedi
ment particles will stay at their initial positions and
thus no sediment movement exists on the bed.
AIso, a broad range of hydraulic conditions exists
at which sediment particles are in motion, but no
configurations can be formed. The movement of
the particle is discontinuous; it begins, it is acce
lerated then decelerated and comes to an end. This
process is repeated indefinitely. As a result of the
phenomenon, the resistance of a movable bed to
fluid motion is less than the resistance of a fixed
plane bed.

As the upper limit lof the above mentioned range
is reached, configurations begin to appear. The
jumpand the l'est of the soUd partides are accen
tuated. Bed configurations develope rapidlyand co
ver the bottom completely. The first stage presents
the foHowing characteristics:

1 0 'Vhen the characteristic grain size, D, of the
sediment in motion is less than 0,5 mm, bed configu
rations appear only in one category which is gene
rally called the "ripple stage". This same termi
nology will be used in this paper.

2 0 The resistance to the flow shows a jump when
passing l'rom a plane hed to a wavy hed. It de-

* Dr. of Toulouse University; Head, General Directorate of
Turkish State Hydraulic \Vorks, Research Department; Pro
fessaI' of Civil Engineering Robert College, Istanbul, Turkey.

creases afterwards when the dimensionless para
meter:

(1)

increases [1];
S2 F. delliotes the square of the Froude's

number (*) related to the grain size and 52 R w
the square of the Reynolds number related to the
l'ail velocity.

3 0 Only a certain thickness of the material for
ming the hottom is in motion. This layer is con
tinuously mixed up and it sIides over a certain plane
which presents the initial mean slope of the boUiom
(Fig. 1) that is as if the material isrolling over a
solid surface having the slope S.

4 n The celerity of the configurations is higher
than the velocity of soHd particles. This is an im
portant property. 'Vhen f increases the celerity of
configuratÏions decreases. There exists astate at
which the celerity of the configurations is equal to
the velocity of the grains. At that particular state,
the configurations are washed out and a plane hed
results. For bigger values of (f) the celerity of
hed configurations is negative. These configura
tions are called anti-dunes.

5° The facl that the vellocity of sand particles is
smaller than the celerity of the configurations is
part of the general law of motion in a natural flow.

If we consider the motion of a single particle, we

• To Q'u," wU."S-F - -- - -- - ---• - w' D - w' D - w' gD

U."/gD has the form of Froude's numher. Therefore it will
he called Froude's numher related ta the grain size.
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can see that it roUs over the surface of a ripple and
is rejeeted l'rom the top of it towan1s downstream.
The grain can fuHow three difTerent paUls accord
ing to its size (Fig. 2).

Fine jJGrticles: Are carried away by the fiow
and l'ail on the surface of another ripple (Fig. 2,
particle 1) or are carried upstream by the return
How;

111cdilll1l size pGrlicles : Fall to the closer region
to the wave front. This, in general, is the explo
sion region of turbulence. The particle is then
transferred to the llpslream slope of the initial
configuration, (Fig. 2, particle 2);

Large size parlicles : Are transported by the fiow
and l'ail direclly l'rom the top of the configura
tion into the trough bctween two ripples,
(Fig. 2, particle :3).

The turlmlence is so violent that active erosion
takes place on the upstream end of a ripple and the
eroded malerial is transported upstream to-wards
the preceding configuration. Therefore, these sand
grains are added to the downstream slope of the
clonfiguration which preceeds the firsi wave. The
veloci ty of the configuration increases though the
velocily of the particles in motion decreases rela
tively. Il ,vas found that in a particular case, the
veloci ty of the configuration was about three limes
laI'ger than the velocity of the grains in motion.
The explosion region of the turhulence is not steady.
Ii is in a perpetuaI motion.

The phenomenon described ahove is modified hy
the segmentation of configurations.

The turhulence regenerated hy a single sand wave
divide the configuration immediatc1y downstream
in to two. The celeri tv of the newlv formed wave
is highcr th an the Ol:iginal, hecau;e of its small
heighL Il continues its ,vay up the hack of the
next configuration and dies on the top of it. The
l'dore, the delayed grains put in motion l'rom the
upstream end lof a wave will he captured bv the
new configuration though half of it continues its
,vay without any danger to he reached hy the delay
cd sand parlicles. This is the second and impor
tant reason of the difTerence in velocitv hetween
,vaves and grains. '

Let us mmsider Figure 8. Figure:3 a shows the
profile of a normal hed configuration. In state :3 b,
coarser materials are transported upstream, though
finer muterials are pushed downstream. The slope
of the downstream end of the wave hecomes steeper
than in 8 a. This is natllral hecause coarse mate-

rials aet as a hutress and prevent the slope frŒu
sliding. Case 8 c gives an illustration of this par
ticular case. The movement of sediment being
continuous, the slope hecomes sharper and a sudden
"sliding" occurs, this is once more case :3 a. The
complete cycle continues as explained above. The
double nllOvement of the sediment and the ,vave
are the l'casons of a particlllar sediment sOl·ting
(Fig. 8 c). Sediment particles of the same size are
grouped in layers ,vhich alternate with other layers
during the movement of the sediment, at the hottom
of the channel. A close consideration of Figures :3 b,
i3 c and :3 G show this faet. Dye is used to visualise
the phenomenon. In a given interval of time the
distances traveUed by coloured water in difTerent
layers can be followed l'rom Figure (j, The layers
themselves are visible on the same figure.

In the ripple stage, a characteristic ,vave is taken
as a specimen and it is shown in Figures 4 and 5.
This particular shape will be called, "rose petaI".
Figure 4 shows clearly a weU fonued petaI and
Figure 5 sho,vs the general aspect of the channel
with holtlom covered with continuous rose petaIs.

The geometry of petaIs is variable. The down
stream slope changes continuously. Ii was found
during an experiment performed hy sand No. 2
(Table 1) lhat this variation was hetween 42° and
52" with the horizontal. In the case of dunes, the
angle of the downstream slope with the horizontal
is approximately constant and equals :38°. The
angle of internaI friction of this material was found
to he equal to 35".

Resistance of bed configurations
to the flow

The resistance of a hed covered hy a loose mate
rial is a complex phenomenon. ''le will try ta
descrihe it according to a large numher of ohser
vations made on lahoratory flumes. 'iVhen a now
takes place on a plane fixed bed, the hydraulic ra
dius increases with discharge. If a movement of
particles hegins though the hottom stays unchang
cd, say plane, a decrease in the hydraulic radius
can then he observed (Fig. 7). That means a de
crease in the resistance of the How.

The phenomenon was ohserved hy many hydrau
licians working on the same suhject [2]. 'Vhen
the bottom is covered by configurations, the resis-

Table 1

Characteristics of the tested materials

,

1

!

1

NATUHE OF 'l'IlE )IATElUAL D,,,, D,,, D"s D"n -' i "T"s \V,'o(J) 1

(mm) (mm) (mm) (m m) (lIma)

1

(mis) (mis)
i

1
Pumice. 0,7G 0,87 1,13

i
O,OG 0,07............. 0,9G

1

0,41
Sand No. 2. ......... 0,34 0,40 0,42 0,55 1,Gl

1

0,05
1

O,OG
Sand No. 3. ......... 0,G5 0,7G 0,84 1,05 1,lGl 0,13

1
O,H

1

Plastics. ............. 3

1

0,05

1
1

0,033
Sand No. 4. ......... 2,20 2,80 3,20 4,20 1,53 0,32 0,29

1
1 1

lG4
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tance to the flow shows a jump and increases sud
denly in certain cases. In other cases, a continuons
increase takes place up to a critical state. This is
a function of the grain size moving on the bottom
of the channel. Ii will be shown that a category of
configurations causing a decrease of resistance to
the flow with increasing values of hydraulic condi
tions exists. This categlory is caHed, "ripples".

A new category of configurations can be defined
according to the typical resistance they regenerate.
This form is similar to ripples and the criteria ginn
by Liu [3] range them in the category of ripples.
However, the resistance they regenerate is some
what different. Ii is a natural continuation of a
plane bed resistance and it increases with the in
creasing values lof the hydraulic conditions. This
category of configurations will be caUed anti-ripples.

A critical value of the grain size separates the
ripples l'rom the anti-ripples. That means that rip
pIes and anti-ripples can not be formed simulta
neously with a given bed materia1. Both ripples and
anti-ripples change their characteristics for a given
critical value of the hydraulic properties and range
themselves in a new category called dunes, which
presents the property ,of" an increase of resistance
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with increasing values of the hydraulic conditions".
For dunes, ripples and anti-ripples, the flow is sub
critical. At critical flow, the bottom becomes plane
once more and no configurations exist. In case of
super critical Uow, new configurations appear on the
bed and travel upstream. These are called anti
dunes.

Mathematical approach
to the computation of resistance

of flow

General considerations.

As it was shawn previously, a double movement
exists at the bottom, the movemen t of single sand
particles and the movement of bed configurations.
IL is natural to analise their resistances separately
for those two different items.

Einstein, thinking in the same way [4], has given
a method of approach to the problem. His basic
principles are retained in this study, but the resis-
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and:

t - H D Go W j = K ~ (8)
- D.,-. DG") W' \\T2(." D26"/V2 DG.-.)

•./, c. hl,)

(18)

(17)

(16)

(15)

(13)

(12)

b' = 6.50

S" -_ (\V6rv)~_D6")2.... :. Rw .~

U '+1'1 '1"--- = a ) 0 0 t
V' * t'),

V __ A' 1 b' l ,H't-'-. - -- og--
U', D 65

V RlJ:' = 6,00 + 5,75 log k

,+ b' l ' DG5 W j - A'a og -- -:::::; -'-0- --
D35 w S- R w

,+ b' l ,D65 W j 6 00a og -D -:::::; S2 =.
35 w R w

U , f- l' 1 H.'t 'iD D6 - J'--- = a - ) 0')' __. i) __

V", t> D6" ,,5" D3" S2 R w

with:

Eq. (1:3) can be written as:

and:

where:

or:

The form of equatiton (15) is similar to that given
by Keulegan [5].

Ii was possible to check the above relation.
\\Then A' stays constant, a certain variation in R't

leads to a variation in UlU' *, ; only one straight
line is obtained. \\Then j changes also, the straight
line is translated and for different values of ".t"
it becomes possible ta reach a family of straight
lines. The same is true for the variation of the spe
cific weight and the temperature of the liquid in
motion. The sediment grading presents also a cer
tain importance in the translation of the represen
tative straight lines. The coefficient" b'" is a func
tion of the constant coeflicient defined by Von Kar
man. Different values of "b'" were found during
the experiments but the mean value of it is equal
to:

Variation of the resistance due to sand grains.

If equation (15) is written for a very wide plane
bed, it becomes possible to compare (15) with (16).
And:

~ = a' + b' 100' (D65 w _j_)+ b' 100' H't. (14)
V' *, t> D35 'iD' S2 Rw t> DG"

Il is interesting to follow the variation of U/V",
as a function of (rt), (U) being the mean velocity
of the flow. Figure 8 shows the results obtained
l'rom experiments performed in a flume 90 cm wide
at the Besearch Center in Ankara, Turkey.

Other data coBected l'rom published results are
used in arder to prepare Figure 9, ,vhich shows
the same result as obtained from Figure 8. The
plottings on a semi-llog paper define straight lines
paraJ.lel to a given direction with an equation in
the form given below:

(2)

(7)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(1)

(9)

(6)

B = R' + Rn

V'. = ygR' j

vn, = ygR" j

t 'Co/'iD'D
= \H') D')I .)'\ ~ - v-

U'*, = ygB't j

Un*, = ygRnd

In order to eliminate the wall effect, it is possible to
compute these values specifically at the bottom,
and obtain:

This is the friction parameter "1" where: 'Co: shear
ing stress at the bottom; w': specific weight of the
sediment in motion weighed under water; D: cha
racteristic diameter of the sediment in motion; \\T:
settling vel10city of the sediment particle of diame
ter D and specifie weight w'; v: kinematic viscosity.
"f" is a dimensionless number which is a quotient
of two other dimensionless numbers. The first one
can be related to the equilibrium of a particle under
two distinct forces: the inertial and the gravita
tional forces. And the seoond enters in the defini
tian of the drag coeflicient CD' "t" can then be attri
buted to the equilibrium or the movement of a sand
particle. It is possible to derive it by the movement
of a solid particle in stagnant water. Assuming, as
il was previously done by Einstein [4], that the
total hydraulic radius B can be divided into two
parts, such as:

where H' is the hydraulic radius reIated to the sand
grains and Rn is the hydraulic radius related to bed
configurations. It then becomes possible to write:

where: U'.: friction velocity related to grains; V'" :
friction velocity related to grains and measured at
the bottom of the bed; U".: friction velocity related
to bed configurations; un *, : friction velocity relat
ed to bed configurations and measured at the bottom
~f the bed, g: gravitational acceleration, j: hydrau
hc sliope, U.: friction velocity, R't: hydraulic radius
related to sand grains and measured at the bottom,
R"t: hydraulic radius related to bed configurations
and measured at the bottom.

The same way of thinking can be applied to the
friction parameter {', r, l't, rt· In faet, "t" can
be wri tten as:

tance due to hed configurations is defined similarly
to the resistance due to sand particles. Let us con
sider a parameter which will be shown by "t":

(10)

(11)

in the range of experiments performed in the
laboratory.

\\Then plastics are used as solid material, the
values of "b'" are more than 6.5. The exact defi-
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ni tion of the straight lines required the deterl11ina
tion of the variation of A'. An experil11ental study
has given this variation (Fig. 10).

Consider equation (12). For:

\vhieh is ealled the spacing parameta, is used.
Each straight line of Figures 8 and 9 is represented
on Figure Hl, by a single point which is the
intersept of the lines. Tt is possihle to see

This value is plotted on Figure 10 as the ordinate
and as abeissa the paral11eter:
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Variation of the resistance due to bed 'configurations.

that a semi-logarithmic p10tting leads to a straight
line which can be represented by equation (19).

Equation (14) presents an interesLing fonll which
can be Lransposed direcLly to bedconfigurations:

(23)~ = An + B" 10 0 ' {"V", b t,
In facL an experimental approach has already

given the proof of such a property. The straight
line 3 represents dunes. Theslope is negative.
Figure 12 represents a characteristic view from
such acategory ,of configurations. In this case the
only configurations which can be formed at the
bottom are dunes and anti-dunes. As anti-dunes
are not considered in this study, the diagram shows
only the dunes. It is possible to check that the
increasing values of rt correspond uo the decreas
ing values of V IV" *, that is the resistance due to
this category of bed forms increases with increasing
values of rt.

This case can only be obtained when Lhe diameter
of the grains are greater than a given value which
is approximate1y equal to 3,5 mm. The broken
line 2 (Fig. 11) sho,vs a CJontinuous increase in the
resistance for increasing values of rt. The point
of intersection of the two straight hnes is not com
pletely determined. The broken 1ine 1 shows a
straight line with a positive s10pe, and another one
with negaLive slope. An indeterminate transition
region exists between those two segments. The
line with positive slope represents ripples. Figure
13 shows a characLeristic view of ripples. The
upper reach of Ene 2 corresponds to anLi-ripples
and Figure 14 shows an example ,of them. It seems
that the main reason of this classification rests on
the sedimenL grading. Table 2 summarizes difIe
rent limits already obtained from experiments.

3 by line 3. If il is assumed that Eq. (23) is valid,
then:

(21)

Eq. (20) is transformed to:

V . Rf
-,-.. = 6.00 + 6.5 log -Dt
V " GG

which is very sinülar to the equatiiOll derived by
Keulogan [5]. 'Vhen the bottom is fixed, then 6.5
is reduced to 5.75 and the fiow equation for a very
wide channel is obtained as:

V (' 00 ') 1 . D;JG 'W' 52 R", + 6 ~ 1 . H't (20)-,- = l. - ~ og -- --;:::- --.- .0 og-D
V *, DGG (ù J GG

is obtained as the equaLion of a fiow with movable
bed related to sand grains.

'Vhen:

V 600 + ~ ~- 1 R- = ). 0./0' og -1'
V. '8

(+)\ = 6.00 + 4.50 log DaG ~ 52 ~'" = a (19)
V" 1 D GG (ù J

If sLudied carefully, Figure 10 1eads to a very good
approximaüon though the experiments done by dif
ferent hydraulicians were undertaken under difIe
rent conditions. Introducing this value in Eq. (14);

~.= ail + b" 110(.'-( DG,) 'W _._f_) + b" 100' H"t (22)
V n b D -f 52 b D

·~·l 3;) W R w 65

This relation may reproduce the resistance of bed
configurations to Lhe fiow. Experimental meLhods
will be used in order to show the validiy of (22).
It is worthwhile to point out that the resistance
fof a plane bed is unique. This means that a single
law can represent il. Bed configurations are clas
sified in four groups. Principally, each category
may have its o\vn law of resistance. In this paper,
only three of those groups are investigated and spe
cial lR\vsare determined relative to each category.
Therefore, difIerent values pertaining the coeffi
cient ail and b" may be determined as a consequence
'of this sLudy.

Determination of: V~* = {(ri)',
"Then the physical properties of a movable mate

rial are given, Eq. (14) is completely determined.
This statement assumes the knowledge of the
hydraulic slope. If grading of the bed material is
considered, il is possihle to obtain the following
bed forms at the botlJom:
1 ° ripples first, dunes afterwards;
2° anti-ripples firsL and dunes afterwards;
3° only dunes.

Let us consider Figure 11. Case 1 is shown on
it with the broken line 1, case 2 by line 2 and case

Table 2
Limit diameters of

grains for diff'erent bed configurations

CATEGOHY LnUT DIA~IETEH

OF BED CüNFIGUHATIONS i (mm)

Dunes. ......... 1 D>3 mm
Anti-ripples. ..... ·1 o.55 mm < D < 1 .50 mm
Ripples. • •••••• i D < 0.55 mm

,

When ripples and dunes are formed on a movable
bottom, the resistance decreases first and increases
afterwards. In that case, the same resistance can
be obtained for two difIerenL values of (rt). The
experiments done have shown that no sudden jump
of resistance exists between two categories of confi
gurations except for the beginning of ripples. The
transition is smooth and graduaI; especially for
anti-ripples and dunes. In the case of ripples, the
rose petaIs are grouped in such a way that they
can be taken for ripples and dunes. This state of
the bottom gives plottings on the top of the broken
line 1 in Figure 11. An indetermination exists in
fact, and il is difficult uo say that the resistance
regenerated by ripples is smaller or greater thRll
the resistance regenerated by dunes.

It is known that an hysteresis phenomenon exists
related to bed resistance [6]. It can be seen when
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bed configurations change their form [7]. A dou
ble interference causes a continuous variation of
the slope and the depth of ,vater. Therefore, il
beoomes difficult ta ohtain a uniform flow beginning
l'rom plane bed. The phenomenon pointed out
above, gives a picture of the natural variation of
the bottom and the hydraulic properties according
ta that variation. Figure 15 gives the result lof
various experiments done in the Hesearch Center.

Different kinds of configurations have given their
characteristic straight Enes. A single broken line
is shown on the diagram for simplicity instead of
a family of lines. The equations derived l'rom these
experiments are given below:

- dunes:

v , J:> 1 . {'"ur,;.;. == ..1.-""'1.1 -).1 !()g f-,

Al = -- HG + Il log C

13] = 11

ripples:

V , ' 1 JV 1 j'"U" * =.,"," l.., J] og t,

A'] =-- 555 + :315 log C

13'] =25

(24)

(25)

(2G)

(27)

(28)

(2~))

(30) 141

anti-ripples:

As a consequence of the above given study, the
total bed resistance ll1ay be given as:

Determination of
total bed resistance to flow

when rt is known, it becoll1es possible to evaluate
UlU' * t without ambiquity. But the deterll1ination

170

The determination of A], A'l, A"] is donc bv fol
lowing a similar method used for the determil{ation
iof a'l' Figure 1G indicates the rule of variation of
coefIicient A]. Hepresentative points for sands and
pumice have given accurate pllOttings. Only plot
tings corresponding ta plastics presents a particula
rity due to the specific mass of the materia1. In
fact, it was possible ta show that the resistance of
bed configurations decreases for increasing values
of ri> when the bottom was covercd by a light
materia1. This means that, the law governing the
resistance of bed configurations regenerated l'rom
materials such as plastics is sO'll1cwhat different
from natural sands. The influence of W' on hydrau
liccharacieristics of light material might be inves
tigatedcarefully.

of V/U" *, presents scnne difficulty. In fact U/U"',
differs according to the category of bed configura
tion. If the nature of the configuration can be pre
dicted, U/U" *, may be übtained directly l'rom Fi
gure Il.

Table 2 can be used for the predetermination of
bed fonns; but the limits given are not complete1y
adequate. 'Vhen D == 0.55 mm, il becomes c1ifIi
cult ta prec1iet the nature of the configurations. A
luethod, given as foHows, can be used in this case
for the prediction üf categories of bed configura
tions.

H"t is taken as an independant variable.
Assume that R"t, j, D, 'V, (j)' are given and il

is required to determine the category of bed confi
gurations. 'Vhen H"t is known, rt can be
computed as a function of the properties of
bed materials. For rt > rto ' dunes take place at
the bottom surface (Fig. 17). But when rt < rto
two values of U/U" *, are possible: one belonging to
ripples the other to anti-ripples.

H"t being known, V" *, can be obtained immedia
tely; in fact the slope "j" is a given data of the
problem. Assumil1g that anti-ripples are fonned
on the bottom, a value of V /U"'t corresponds to a
given value of rt. But V" *, being known, U may
be obtained l'rom V /U" *, .

On the other hand, when V3/gv j and U/ygDj
aTe given, il becomes possible to compute U/U",
[8] or V"t and H't as H'i> rt and V/V"t are known,
the representative point of the flow in Figure 8 is
already determined; if it falIs over the representa
tive straight line lof the hydraulic system, anti
ripples are formed over the bed. If not, ripples
might be considered.

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)U U V
-V· =-U' +-V""* * '",, , 1

AnI = 100 + 40 log C

B"] = - 50

V A·" + B" 1 . t"V" * =] ] log t,
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ln general, the geometry of the How is known,
so the depth "h"can also be measurecl. In that
case, H l'an be computed. The values H"I must
be checked according to HI = H'I + H"I' Il is, in
general, dilTîcult to evaluate H"I directly. W"hen
it is taken as an independant variable, as it was
explained previously, the characteristics of the Uow
are completely detennined. These might be re
viewed following the above given expression, that is
HI = H'I + H"I' If the value of HI so obtained is
difTerent from the measured value, H"I might be
changed and the computation repeated.

Downstream slope of waves: changes between
40" and 52" with the horizontal for ripples and
is practically constant and l'quaI to :~il -- :~5" for
dunes (sand No. 2);
Upstream slope of waves:

20" for ripples,
8" for dunes.

The velocity of waves changes with:
The category of configurations;
The depth of water;
The friction "elocity related to hed configura
tions.

Conclusion

The meehanics of bed formations presents many
1)J·,operties \vhich are explained in detai1. Il is
helieved that the difference in the velocHies of sand
particles and configurations cause the change in
wave l'orms. The geometry of waves is summariz
cd as l'ollmys:

Il decreases grad ually, hecomes l'quaI to zero and
then takes negative values in case of anti-dunes.
The bed l'l'sis tance is a function of bed configura
tions and l'an he studied in four distinct groups:

No. l Plane bed, ripples, dunes;
No. 2 : Plane hed, anti-ripples, dunes;
No. il : Plane hed, dunes;
No. 4: Anti-dunes.

Each group presents a particular trend which
governs the resistance.
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grains;
confi O'urat>

grains;
confi O'urat>

Lo sand grains;
Lo bed ci()nfigura-

List of symbols

References

friction ve1<llcity related to bed confignra-
tions and meas\ll'ed at the bottom;
l'ail veloci ty of grains;
submerged nnit weight of grains;
shearing stress at the bottom;
kinematic viscosity of watel'.
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grainssand

cl1aracteristic grain size;
friction parameter;
friction parameter related
friction parameter related
tions;
friction parameter related to
and measnred at the boitom;
friction parameter related to bed configura
tions and measnred at the bottom;
gravitatiünal acceleration;
hydranlic sIope;
total hydraulic radins;
hydranlic radius related to sand
hydraulic radins related to bed
tions;
hydraulic radius related to sand grains and
measured at the bottom;
hydraulic radius related to hed configura
tions and measured at the hottom;
mean vdocity;
friction velocity;
friction velocity related to sand
friction velociLy related to bed
Lions;
friction veloci tv reIa,ted to sand grains and
measured at th<e bottom;
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Gravure du XIX" siècle
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